The modern trend to move away from religion, to
be more progressive in thinking and action, is not motivated
by reason or logic. One need not be a chacham, wise scholar,
to be an apikores, heretic/agnostic. It is much easier to
disagree, to disprove, than to acquiesce or to prove that a
religious activity has been a hallowed tradition throughout
the generations. It is easier to denigrate and tear down than
to maintain and build. Today is all about what is easier, has
greater popularity, and is less identifiable as different.
Apikores has nothing to do with conscience, with the brain.
Amar naval b’libo, David Hamelech says (Tehillim 14:1), “The
fool says in his heart, there is no G-d.” One need not be a
chacham, wise man, with deep conviction to deny G-d. A fool
can also do it, because one needs only a heart (which the fool
should have). A brain is not a required characteristic of an
agnostic.
We all have our passions, whims and emotions,
which are products of an overactive heart. No new
interpretations will suffice to satisfy the heart. It is always
something else. When the meraglim returned and slandered
the Land, Calev and Yehoshua made every attempt to
appease the feelings of the nation. Their attempts were met
with rage, with the people throwing stones at the two
believers. (Today they use Madison Avenue to promote their
modern agenda – not stones. We are supposedly more
refined.) Chazal say that natlu u’zrakum klapi maalah; “They
took the stones and threw them upward” (Sotah 35a). It
might have appeared that their target was Calev and
Yehoshua, but their actual aim was Heaven. Why would
someone do such a foolish thing as aim for the sky when he
wants to hit a man? The answer is: It is not logical; it does not
require logic to fight against Hashem and His Torah. It takes a
simple rejection of faith driven by desire to ridicule authority,
dispute moral discipline, and renounce age-old tradition.
People do so in order to promote an abberative lifestyle and
lead a shallow, low – self-esteemed, meaningless life, while
throwing stones at Hashem, His Torah and its disseminators.

during its long and bitter exile. Our 2,000 year galus, exile, has
made us sick. When one lives in an environment that is filled
with people that are sick, he is exposed to ailments for which
his immune system must work overtime. Our exile has placed
us in countries and environments that are spiritually and
morally antithetical to Torah. Rav Schwab points out that a
number of these ailments have infected us. For example,
hatred. In the world at large, hatred is quite common. We
have sadly absorbed this illness which has manifested itself in
various venues.
Klal Yisrael had three distinguishing characteristics.
First, Baishanim, embarrassment; this is a trait that comes
into play in the area of tznius, personal modesty and decency.
Our sense of bushah –the areas of dress code, social
relationships and lifestyle – has definitely negatively changed.
Second, Rachamanim, compassion. The world at large has
proven that cruelty is not a terrible trait. Can we assert that
we have not been adversely affected by the cruelty about
which we read and witness? The last trait, gomlei chassadim,
performing acts of kindness, remains intact despite our
exposure to a world where kindness is selective. We declare,
“We need Moshiach.” It is true; we really need him before the
diseases that we have contracted harm us irreparably.
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 – את צמח דוד עבדך מהרה תצמיחEs Tzemach David
Avdecha meheirah satzmiach. May You speedily cause
the outgrowth of David, Your servant, to sprout forth.
In his commentary to Tefillah, Horav Shimon
Schwab, zl, explains how the last seven brachos, blessings, of
the middle part of Shemoneh Esrai correspond sequentially to
the first six, ie. Atah chonen – teka b’shofar, Bonei
Yerushalayim – Goeil Yisrael. Accordingly, the brachah, es
tzemach, which is a brachah for Moshiach’s arrival,
corresponds with refaeinu, the brachah for healing. Moshiach
is unquestionably the ultimate refuah for what ails Klal Yisrael
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Parashas Shelach

תשע"ט

 כולם אנשים ראשי בני ישראל המה...וישלח אותם משה
Moshe sent them forth… they were all distinguished men;
heads of Bnei Yisrael, were they. (13:3)
What more eloquent testimony to the august
nature of the group of meraglim, spies, than the fact that
Calev is listed fourth and Yehoshua fifth in the order of the
spies. Ramban writes that the order was not arbitrary, but
rather, an indication who was greater – in descending order.
If they were so distinguished, how did they plummet so
quickly, Mei’igra ramah l’birah amikta, “From the apex to the
nadir”? The Yalkut Shemoni (quoted by Horav Yaakov
Yitzchak HaLevi Ruderman, zl) comments that Klal Yisrael was
aware that the Canaanites had hidden their precious jewels
and money in advance of the arrival of the Jewish Army. The
Jews were concerned that they would forfeit these treasures.
Thus, they pushed for spies to reconnoiter the land and
search for the hidden treasures before the Canaanites hid
them. The meraglim felt that if they did not go to Eretz Yisrael
on the spy mission, a chillul Hashem, desecration of Hashem’s
Name, would likely result.
The Almighty had promised the nation that they
would have access to the Canaanite treasures, but if they hid
them, the Jews would find nothing. According to the Yalkut,
the meraglim had the noble intention of preventing a chillul
Hashem. Nonetheless, as noble as their intention was, they
should have trusted Hashem to provide a solution to the
problem. Hashem had instructed Klal Yisrael to move on to
Eretz Yisrael. Apparently, He was not concerned about a
chillul Hashem. Neither should the meraglim have been. The
fact that they went on, regardless of this, indicates that they
had personal vested interests which provoked them to go.
The Shlah HaKadosh explains the error of the
meraglim differently. The meraglim returned from Eretz
Yisrael and said, V’chol ha’am asher r’ainu b’socho anshei
middos; “All the people we saw in it were huge!” (Ibid 13:32)
The Shlah interprets middos (huge) as character traits
(measure of a man). The meraglim claimed that it would be
impossible to conquer the inhabitants of Eretz Yisrael,
because they were individuals who possessed and practiced
middos tovos, positive/good character traits. In Parashas Lech
Lecha 15:16, Hashem told Avraham Avinu, Ki lo avon ha’Emori
ad heinah, “For the iniquity of the Emorite shall not yet be full
until then.” Rashi explains: “Hashem does not punish a nation
until its “measure of sin is full.” The worst sinners are not
punished until they have had ample time to repent.
Therefore, since the inhabitants were baalei middos tovos,
still “good guys,” their time for destruction had not yet
arrived. In addition, it was not as if Klal Yisrael has been
untainted by sin. Indeed, they had committed a number of

פרשת שלח

infractions in the wilderness. Who is to say that their merits
outweighed those of the Canaanites?
According to the Shlah, we are hard-pressed to blame
the meraglim for dissuading the attack on Eretz Yisrael. They
presented firm reasoning for delaying entrance into the Land.
Why are they considered sinners? Horav Ruderman explains
that in their external interactions (kavanah chitzonis). They
presented themselves as righteous and caring leaders who
sought the best for the nation. Although they were bent on
preventing a tragedy, their inner intentions (kavanah pnimis)
were not as noble. They feared losing their prestigious
leadership positions. Therefore, to support their cowardice,
they presented sensible reasons for not advancing forward.
(Nonetheless, if Hashem says “go” – one goes, and he disregards
the doomsayers.) The Rosh Yeshivah adds that the meraglim
were not (yet) reshaim gemurim, full-fledged wicked men. They
were frightened men who deferred to their vested interests.
They were blinded by their own subjectivity, which negatively
impacted their view about their ability to win. They did not stop
to ask themselves: Why am I talking such nonsense? Is it me, or
is it for real that we cannot win? We must always question
ourselves: Why am I doing this? Am I attempting to satisfy my
interests, or am I truly acting l’shem Shomayim, for the sake of
Heaven?
One last note from the Rosh Yeshivah. We derive from
the sin of the spies that a sin is defined by its
results/repercussions. The slightest, smallest infraction
becomes magnified if its consequences are major. The sin of the
meraglim was not that egregious at first. However, once it led
to the nation’s giving up hope of entering Eretz Yisrael, of
turning their collective backs on the Almighty, of weeping a
b’chiyah shel chinam, unwarranted weeping, (They should have
placed their trust in Hashem. He was here for them until now.
Why should they not expect that He would continue to carry out
His promise?) it became a game changer.
ויעלו בנגב ויבא עד חברון
They went up through the desert, and he came to Chevron.
(13:22)
Chazal (Sotah 34b) note the change in the text of the
pasuk. They (all the meraglim) went up through the desert, but
only one (“and he”) went to Chevron. Calev ben Yefuneh went
to daven at the graves of the Avos, Patriarchs, that he not fall
prey to the counsel of the (other) spies. Concerning Yehoshua,
Moshe Rabbeinu had already davened for his (spiritual) safety.
Apparently, the other spies felt neither an urge nor a need to
daven, probably because they were so sure of themselves that
they were doing the right thing. It was up to them to prevent

Klal Yisrael from entering the Land. Otherwise, they would
and not fall prey to their ability to convince him otherwise. If
lose their exalted positions. How quickly the high and mighty
they were able to bring an entire nation to tears for no
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was not fully relying on his Rebbe’s brachah, blessing. Last,
Yocheved. She argued that what he was doing was worse for
why did Moshe daven for Yehoshua and ignore the fact that
the Jewish People than Pharaoh’s decree. The evil despot
Calev also required a blessing? Calev was left to fend for
wanted to murder Jewish boys, while Amram’s decree that all
himself, while Yehoshua’s was provided for him. It does seem
men divorce their wives, so that they would not produce
strange.
children whom Pharaoh could kill, would deprive the Jewish
Targum Yonasan explains that Moshe knew that
people of both male and female offspring. Miriam saw with
Yehoshua was humble, and, as a result, he might not feel
such clarity of vision, her conviction and commitment so
confident enough to stand up to the rest of the spies. In his
strong, that she debated with the gadol hador, the leader of
humility, he might begin to believe that ten such great and
the generation. (This does not mean that impugning religious
righteous men could not be wrong. After all, who was he to
activity is permissible. It is most definitely not, but Miriam
disagree with them? Thus, he might cave in and join the
was contending with her own father.) Miriam’s actions
majority of the ten spies who did not agree with him and had
provided a vital lesson for Calev, that when something is
expressed such negativity about the Land. Calev, however,
wrong – one argues. We do not, however, allow anyone to
was different. Ruach acheres, imo; “(he had a) different spirit
dispute the supreme authority of the Torah (which was
with him” (ibid 14:24). The Commentators claim this ruach
represented by Moshe) – regardless of one’s stature. This is
acheres was none other than his wife, Miriam HaNeviah.
not debatable.
Calev carried with him the ruach, spirit, and attitude of his
wife. Calev was clearly a great man, a tzaddik in his own right,
 וראתים אתו...ועשו להם ציצית על כנפי בגדיהם לדרותם
an individual who stood up to an entire Klal Yisrael and
'וזכרתם את כל מצות ד
quieted them down that night of bitter weeping. It was still
They
shall
make
themselves
tzitzis on the corners of their
not enough for him to withstand the negativity of the other
garments… that you may see it and remember all the
meraglim. He needed his wife’s support. (What a powerful
lesson for us all!)
commandments of Hashem. (15:38,39)
In what area did Miriam’s support manifest itself?
This pasuk reveals the root of the mitzvah of tzitzis.
Horav Tzvi Kushelevsky, Shlita, notes that Miriam was no
According to the Sefer HaChinuch men wear tzitzis, so that
stranger to standing up for what was right – even if it meant
they will always remember all of Hashem’s mitzvos. What
crossing and perhaps becoming the victim of a world
better reminder than carrying the seal of Hashem on the
dictator’s ire. Pharaoh wanted the Jewish babies dead.
clothes that we wear? The word tzitzis alludes to the taryag,
Miriam and her mother “disagreed.” They were not going to
613, mitzvos, when one tallies the numerical equivalent of the
listen to him. One might contend that Miriam had the support
letters combined with the eight strings of the fringes and their
of her mother, Yocheved. Two are far stronger than one. This
five knots. The Chinuch goes on to explain that the tzitzis
might be true, but, when she stood by her baby brother’s
allude (esoterically) to the verity that the soul and body of a
basket in the Nile, she was alone in her defiance of Pharaoh.
man all belong to Hashem. He is their Creator. Thus, He can
She did not have to do this. She acted alone; she did what was
do whatever He wants with His creation. Tzitzis embodies all
right; she stood guard by the basket containing the future
of the mitzvos and serves as their representative. The total of
leader of Klal Yisrael. When the people sinned with the
613 is equivalent, not only to the 248 positive and 365
Golden Calf, she davened for their survival. This was despite
prohibitive mitzvos of the Torah, but it also equals the
the fact that her son, Chur, had fallen victim to their
combined total of the 365 days of the solar year and 248 limbs
murderous treachery. Her personal grief aside, Klal Yisrael
and organs of the body. These numbers teach us an important
must survive. Despite this, when Korach, the demagogue,
lesson: Torah must be a part of every day of the year, in every
stood up and led a mutinous rebellion against Moshe’s
limb of our body, in every shred of our garment. Judaism is
authority, she did not hesitate to criticize him. Wrong is
neither a part time occupation nor a spectator religion. It is a
wrong. It cannot be whitewashed. The future of Klal Yisrael
religion of total involvement. The mitzvos link us with
was at stake. It was not a time for civility and nicety. Moshe
Hashem, and, it is only through our performance of His
realized this, and he was convinced that Miriam’s attitude
mitzvos that we can hope to achieve the kedushah, sanctity,
would have a positive influence on his brother-in-law, Calev.
that Hashem expects of us.
He needed to daven only for Yehoshua.
Perhaps this is why the parshah closed with the
Perhaps we may add another aspect to the
mitzvah of tzitzis, the mitzvah which enjoins us to surround
appreciation of Miriam’s positive effect on Calev. While it is
ourselves with mitzvos, to encompass our lives with Hashem.
true that Miriam stood up for what was right and proper, it
Certainly, anyone who reads the account of the meraglim,
was usually against someone evil. In contrast, Calev would
spies, is troubled: How could this happen? How could
have to overcome the influence of ten tzaddikim who went
anashim, tzaddikim, righteous Jews, fall to such a nadir, to
wrong. When they left Moshe’s camp in the desert, they were
slander Eretz Yisrael and, by extension, Hashem Yisborach?
all anashim, men of stature. It was when they returned that
Veritably, this is the not the first time that the spiritually
they became the infamous meraglim. It would take much
exalted and mighty plummeted suddenly to the depths of
more than defying Pharaoh to imbue Calev with the courage
spiritual oblivion. The Asafsuf that were overcome with
and spiritual mettle to take on these (self) righteous leaders
taavah, desire, and complained, were no ordinary rabble

rousers. According to one statement in the Midrash
Tanchuma, they were members of the Sanhedrin, who were
overcome with a burning desire to eat meat. Seems unreal –
but true. These were the Elders, who had accompanied
Moshe Rabbeinu to Har Sinai. What happened?
Horav Elchanan Sorotzkin, zl, derives from here that
the sudden transition from the aura of Har Sinai and receiving
the Torah, from sitting ensconced in sanctity in the Machane
Shechinah, Camp of the Divine, to entering into a world of
secularism, materialism, hedonism, can have that effect. We
do not realize the protective nature of a Torah environment
until we leave it. Our greatest protection against spiritual
disaster is the awareness that it is dangerous “out there” and
that we require protection. The best protection is to take the
Torah with us. I think we can compare this to flying on a plane
that suddenly changes altitude, causing an oxygen imbalance.
Immediately, the oxygen descends from above. The
passengers all grab oxygen cups and begin to breathe
normally. Imagine, if there would not be oxygen on board.
The passengers would not survive to talk about it.
Tzitzis saves. There is a powerful segulah,
protection/remedy. A positive change in one’s destiny is
effected through the wearing of tzitzis. (As in all segulos, it is
the kavanah, intention, and devotion that accompanies the
segulah that elevates it.) One who wears tzitzis is acutely
aware (or should be) that his body and soul belong to
Hashem. No one can cause him harm without Hashem’s
permission. One who is wrapped in tzitzis, who realizes that
he is surrounded by holiness, that G-d is with him, is likewise
protected from spiritual downfall. There are many stories that
attest to this truth. I have selected one which inspired me,
because it drives home the idea by which every Jew should
live: Hashem controls our lives and destiny.
A student in one of Eretz Yisrael’s prominent
yeshivos became seriously ill. After meeting with a number of
physicians, the dread diagnosis came in: he would have to
undergo a few rounds of chemotherapy as an outpatient.
When he arrived at the clinic to begin his therapy, he was
informed by the nurse that he must change his clothes and
don sterile garments provided by the clinic. He was aware of
the restriction concerning sterile garments, which is why
(knowing that the clinic does not supply sterile tzitzis) he
washed his tzitzis the night before and brought a clean pair
with him. The nurse took one look at his arba kanfos/tzitzis
garment, and she said, “No. Absolutely not.” He would have
to remove his tzitzis before undergoing chemo. He attempted
to explain to her that his tzitzis had just been washed and had
been kept sterile, but it made no difference. She was
adamant: he either would remove his tzitzis, or he was not
receiving chemo. The bachur was just as obstinate as the
nurse. He sat in the hallway, just outside of the room where
the chemo was administered and refused to budge. No tzitzis
– no chemo.
Three hours later, one of the oncologists walked by
and, upon noticing the young yeshivah student sitting in the
waiting room, asked, “What brings you here?” The bachur
explained his predicament. The doctor listened and decided
to pay a visit to the nurse to see if he could resolve the
problem. A short while later, the doctor came out and was
ashen-faced as if he himself had endured a trauma of some
sort. The bachur, seeing that the doctor was visibly shaken,
asked, “Is something wrong?” The doctor looked at the
student and replied, “Something is very wrong, but first go for

your chemotherapy treatment, and, when you are done, I will
speak to you. Do not be concerned with the nurse. I took care
of everything.”
The bachur took his treatment – tzitzis and all – and
when he finished, he was met by the doctor whose red eyes
indicated that he had been crying. “I am a Yehudi,” the doctor
began. “As you can see, I am not yet observant. Today,
however, I have been witness to a phenomenon about which
I have heard, but never personally have seen in action – until
today. When I entered the therapy suite to speak to the nurse
on your behalf, I glanced at the medicine “cocktail” they were
giving you to treat your specific disease. I was shocked
beyond belief: The nurse had egregiously erred and had
prepared a mixture, which, in your present condition, could
have possibly killed you! It was a mistake. It could happen,
given the various circumstances. Your tzitzis saved you.”
As a postscript to the story, the bachur underwent
therapy and, Baruch Hashem, went into remission. He is
today married with a family – to the surprise of his doctors.
Hashem is the Rofeh Cholim, Healer of the sick.
'וראיתם אתו וזכרתם את כל מצות ד
That you may see it and remember all the commandments
of Hashem. (15:39)
The Mishnah Berurah writes that one who places
his tzitzis, fringes, over his eyes during the recital of U’re’isem
osam, “That you may see it” (during Shema Yisrael) will
benefit from the segulah, protective omen, so that his vision
will not be impaired. In seeking an explanation for this
statement, Horav Yitzchak Zilberstein, Shlita, quotes the
Chida, zl, who offers a rationale for the makah, plague, of
choshech, darkness. Yaakov Avinu, Yosef and, by extension,
the Jewish People were the source of great light to their
country. The Egyptians, when it suited them, quickly forgot
the Jews. Hashem punished them middah k’neged middah,
measure for measure, by creating the makah of choshech.
Shochach, forgetting, begot choshech, darkness.
This, explains Horav Yitzchak Zilberstein, Shlita, is
quite possibly the reason that the eyes of the individual who
passes the tzitzis (which reminds him of Hashem) over his
eyes will never be dimmed. He indicates by his actions that he
remembers the Almighty, that yetzias Mitzrayim, the exodus
from Egypt, is before him all of the time. He does not act as
the Egyptians did. He does not forget Hashem. Likewise,
Hashem remembers him.
ולא תתורו אחרי לבבכם ואחרי עיניכם
And not explore after you heart and after your eyes.
(15:39)
Chazal (Berachos 12b) define levavchem, following
one’s heart, as reference to meenus, apostasy/heresy, a
complete rejection of Hashem Yisborach and His Torah. This
does not coincide with the standard metaphor of the heart as
the seat of one’s desires. One would think that heresy is
associated with the mind, while moral profligacy and the
breakdown of one’s desires are the heart’s domain. Instead,
we see here that one who denies, rejects, turns his back on
Hashem Yisborach has a “weak” heart. It is not the mind at
play; although the final conclusion, rejection of Hashem, is a
rational expression of the mind, it is the heart that generates
and provokes this cognitive distortion.

